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Introduction
Leading a software engineering team is a complex job. You’re looking out
for your team members while meeting firm product release deadlines. It’s a
challenging push-pull between increasing velocity and preventing burnout.
That’s why we built Uplevel. We’re engineers seeking a better way, committed
to making the everyday easier.
The Manager’s Guide to Engineering Effectiveness targets two foundational
areas: your people and your process. Explore thought leadership and
best practices in topics like leading with empathy, keeping focus amid
communication overload, planning stronger sprints, and protecting your team
from burnout.
It’s a hard—but rewarding—job. You’ve got this.

A day in the life
of a manager

Assigning the
right work to the
right people on the
right timelines

Process,
efficiency,
effectiveness

Motivation,
boredom,
burnout

Team well-being,
collaboration,
isolation
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Planning,
monitoring, and
reflecting on
sprints

Communicating
with direct
reports and
other leaders

Welcome

So, you became an engineering
manager. Now what?
Being promoted to manager can feel like the natural evolution from software
developer. However, in many ways, it’s an entirely different role—but with the
right preparation, it can be the team-rallying, roadblock-clearing, get-it-done
reality you’ve been eyeing.
How do you transition from an individual contributor to a manager? Here’s
what to expect—and what to do about it.

It’s less of a ladder, more of a jungle gym.
What to expect
To paraphrase Sheryl Sandberg in Lean In, instead of climbing up the corporate
ladder, you’re somewhat jumping tracks to another part of the jungle gym, and
climbing from there.
What to do
Lean into the skills that set the roles apart. Focus on refining communication
styles, time management, organization, new tools and software, how to scope
work, how to delegate, and how to identify the right people for the work.

You’ll build more people skills than technology skills.
What to expect
Instead of learning new coding languages and industry trends, you may spend
more energy on interpersonal conflict, sprint planning, and budgeting.
What to do
Stay involved in projects or trainings for tech skills you want to keep. Sign up to
attend “lunch and learn” workshops, hear from guest speakers, and borrow the
books your engineers are reading.
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1:1 meetings are no longer about you.
What to expect
Instead of arriving at weekly 1:1s ready to have your problems solved, you’ll
often be helping someone else solve theirs.
What to do
Come with an agenda. Dive deeper than “How are you?” and cover
questions from workload to well-being:
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•

What was the highlight of your past week?

•

How’s your stress level right now?

•

What is blocking you from doing your best work?

•

Is there anything I can do better to support your career development here?

•

What feedback do you have for me?
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There will still be some late nights.
What to expect
You might think that you’d be spared urgent bug fixes after-hours, yet
managers are still involved in unexpected dilemmas.
What to do
Try holding dedicated space for feedback, like frequent 1:1s or office hours,
to avoid messages at all hours of the day. When a pressing issue arises, like
a bug, you will have to jump into action—but know that it’s a partnership
between everyone involved, not just you.

Very full calendar. Very full inbox.
What to expect
Expect meetings about projects, meetings about meetings, and maybe a postmortem about those meetings about meetings. Plus, follow-up emails after each.
What to do
Protect your Deep Work time. (Yes, that’s still critical when you’re not coding.)
Find the two-hour windows in your week that can be set aside for administrative
tasks and project planning, then set Do Not Disturb as needed.

You may face more competition for jobs.
What to expect
Basic math shows that most companies have more engineers than managers,
so those manager positions may have more candidates vying for the role.
What to do
Come to job interviews armed with data of your effectiveness as a manager.
Many people can talk about their skills, but not everyone can show concrete
metrics or trends that illustrate their positive impact.
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Hard conversations become harder.
What to expect
You may be looking forward to guiding engineers to their highest potential,
but you’ll also have to coach struggling employees, give negative feedback,
or even fire people.
What to do
Share the reasons behind your concerns to be as objective as possible.
Come prepared with data whenever you have a hard decision to make or
critical feedback to share.

Noise-cancelling headphones might be a rare luxury.
What to expect
You used to hit your coding flow for hours, but as a manager, you might have
spontaneous project meetings and questions from your team.
What to do
Be ready for dynamic days. When you really need focus time, set your Slack
notifications to only let SOS messages through.
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Manage your people

How to manage your team with
empathy—even while remote
As a company focused on effective engineering, we often hear from CTOs
and managers that they’re focused on increasing productivity. While a natural
concern, our learning shows that teams generally want to be productive—
and, working remotely during the pandemic, 64% of engineering managers
reported the same or more throughput than the year before.
The larger concern is decreasing something more impactful: burnout.
Empathy-driven leaders lift up their team members to be their best, while
looking out for their bandwidth. These best practices help support teams
no matter where you are.

Tip 1: Embrace the Slack status.
DIfferent people prefer different working hours. Allowing that
flexibility empowers engineers to find their best focus, but it requires
communication. Try a culture of posting daily online hours in your Slack
status for all to see.

Tip 2: Start meetings with a “rose/thorn/bud” exercise.
Give space for team members to discuss this week’s rose (good news),
thorn (bad news), and bud (something good on the horizon).

Tip 3: T
 ry asynchronous meetings to support
flexible schedules.
These smart meetings alternate collaborative brainstorm sessions
with independent working time, allowing team members to contribute
at different times or in different ways.
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Tip 4: C
 onsider the collaboration patterns of each
team member.
Are some engineers involved in multiple projects, while others are
focused solely on one? Consider pairing developers that haven’t
worked much together.

Tip 5: Consistently hold 1:1s.
Are you often cancelling or rescheduling your 1:1s? Be sure to make
time for 1:1 check-ins with all team members on a regular basis.

Tip 6: C
 ommunicate directly with your team
and simply ask.
Overall, do they feel overstimulated? Under-stimulated? Make time for
group brainstorms, like dreaming up future features or renaming your
Slack channel.
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Creating a healthier communication
culture on Slack and Teams
For you
Reduce interruptions and get work done with these Slack hacks:

Don’t try to read everything.
We all know the fresh feeling of reaching Inbox Zero, but the multitude
of channels and DMs will become an impossible demand on your time.

Star important channels and people.
Prioritize the top players with a “Star,” which will send them to the top
of your Slack menu, giving instant visibility.

Pause notifications.
Protect quiet time for anywhere from 30 minutes to “Tomorrow”—or set
a custom schedule. You can designate VIPs whose messages override
Do Not Disturb.

“/mute” channels.
Post the command “/mute” to any channel to silence general notifications.
You’ll be alerted if you’re @-mentioned, or if someone shouts out to
@here or @channel.

“/leave” channels.
Post the command “/leave” to exit the channel. If someone @-mentions
you in the future, you’ll be notified and sent back into the channel.
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For your team
Align on expectations and reduce context switching with this etiquette:

Schedule messages for standard working hours.
If you’re catching up on messages after hours, avoid interrupting
someone’s relaxation time. Schedule those messages to send during
the traditional workday.

Help your reader prioritize.
Have an urgent message? Start it with an emoji like a red circle
or lightning bolt . Conversely, less-than-critical messages can start
with “no rush…” or a thought bubble
.

Use threads.
Slack channels are most effective when they’re easy to scan. If there is
more than one conversation happening, respond to specific posts in a
thread format.

@-mention directly relevant users.
If you need a specific person, @-mention their username in your message.
Need a response from the group? Tag @here (all channel members currently
online) or @channel (all channel members, both active and away).

Respect—and expect—asynchronous communication.
Allowing Slack users to respond on their schedule works two ways: they
are relieved of the need to immediately respond, and so are you.
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Burnout isn’t a personal problem—
it’s a company problem
Sharing insights and tips from Lindsay Lagreid, an employee engagement expert.
There’s no way around it: you can only work so much until you burn out.
Perhaps due to the business mantra of “infinite growth,” organizations
often expect that employees will work at their maximum capacity. Forever.
However, high performance is not a static state—it’s cyclical, requiring
alternating seasons of rest.
While burnout can be complex, the first step is simple: “Name it to tame it.”
We can promote change simply by learning the language to describe the
support you need and why you need it.

Burnout is pervasive enough that, in 2019, the World
Health Organization recognized it as “a syndrome
conceptualized as resulting from chronic workplace
stress that has not been successfully managed.”
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How burnout impacts the individual
Burnout can often feel like, one day, a person’s workload gets so high that
a switch flips. Last week, you were stressed, but this week, you just can’t
focus. In reality, burnout happens in three stages:

Exhaustion
First, a person reaches exhaustion. This is not
just sleep debt, but a deep, even spiritual, level
of depletion—while simultaneously needing to
perform or meet a deadline.

Cynicism
Next, people often create distance from the source
of exhaustion in an act of self-protection. One might
start to refer to the organization as “them” instead
of “us.”

Inefficacy
The third stage is a slippery slope toward quitting.
People simply detach. Thoughts like “they need to fix
their problems” and “that’s not my job” join the mix,
ultimately leading to “I’ll just unplug and leave.”
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How burnout impacts the company
The truth is, burnout looks and feels like a personal problem, but it’s actually an
organizational problem. People are often responding to the demands made by
their employers. It’s not that companies are making intentional choices to push
their teams to the limit; most aim for healthy workloads. Here are three ways that
organizations unintentionally impact burnout:

Frequent exceptions to the rule
When managers add new projects, they often say
things like “I wouldn’t normally ask, but this is
urgent” or “I know it’s a lot, but we’ll get a break after
this is done.” No matter how true it feels, this kind of
rule-bending slowly builds up toward overwhelmed
bandwidth.

Fixing, not preventing
Leadership teams often take a “fix it” approach to
burnout. The conversation sounds like “how do we
deal with this?” as opposed to “how can we get
ahead of this?” Real change happens upstream.

Expecting an “Always On” mentality
We simply cannot (and should not!) respond to every
push notification over the weekend. It may seem like
that would help Monday’s productivity, but being
“always on” eventually leads to being “not on.”
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How individuals can respond and recover
As a manager, you can empower your ICs to “name it” and bring these
observations to your next 1:1. Reflect with them: What energizes you?
Depletes you? What do you need to feel recognized? How is your role—
and how are you, personally—connected to the mission?
Then, educate your ICs on the three types of relaxation when they need
to recharge:

Detachment
Take a genuine break. Have you ever planned a
vacation, only to stress up until the moment you
leave the office and answer emails from the Airbnb?
Find true separation from the source of stress and
embrace “Do Not Disturb” mode.

Relaxation
Do a leisurely, low-effort activity, like playing cards
or cooking a meal. Engage your brain just enough
to forget about work, but not so much that you’re
challenged.

Mastery
When work is draining, it can feel revitalizing to
reconnect with your other skills. A fantastic way to
recover is to do something you’re great at. Bake your
famous sourdough bread, work on your macrame,
or get gaming.
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How companies can respond and recover
Burnout response relies on a high level of reciprocal trust. It matters if
employees can trust the company to care for them—and if employees feel
trusted by their company. Your responsibility as a manager is to channel
your relationship with company leadership. You hold the key that carries
IC feedback “up the ladder.” Voicing the needs of your team helps spark
change in company policy and culture.
The next step is true integration to support a healthier working culture.

Detachment
Respect an uncompromising definition of “out of
office.” When employees are on vacation, or simply
enjoying a Saturday, resist sending emails or
otherwise interrupting much-needed recovery time.

Relaxation
Proactively respond to stressors at work. Encourage
employees to block the 30 minutes after their next
big meeting so they have protected time to process
and unwind.

Mastery
Engage the skills that don’t get used everyday.
Energize the team with a just-for-fun brainstorm or
a passion project dev day.
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Manage your process

5 key actions to take for
successful engineering sprints
Every sprint begins with optimistic goals and a scheduled timeline to
reach them. Inevitably, circumstances change and we have to adapt—often
in less-than-ideal ways.
Support better sprint outcomes with these smart actions.

Ensure that people actually
have time to work.
This seems too obvious to state, yet teams frequently
falter. It is assumed that business-critical projects
are equally prioritized in engineers’ schedules, but
meetings and side projects consume hours of every
day. Check that team members have ample time
allocated for the current sprint and firmly protect
Deep Work time.

Monitor unplanned work that
is added mid-sprint.
Thoughtful sprint planning sets a manageable number
of tasks for the established timeframe. Given the nature
of sprints, that workload is somewhat locked from the
beginning, but exceptions always try to find their way.
When bugs and fire drills arise after the sprint begins—
no matter how “quick” or “easy”—they crowd the task
list. Be wary of mid-sprint additions and adjust
accordingly. (There can be exceptions for this,
such as polishing tasks that surface after a feature
is completed, or tasks added for team members that
cleared their sprint queue.)
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Manage every stage of the
PR cycle.
Take a deep dive into your PR cycle time and you’ll
find numerous insights about where progress meets
friction. Let your historical trends inform ways to
proactively clear roadblocks, like delegating reviews
or allocating additional time for approval.

Get ahead of burnout.
Most people agree in theory that burnout is to be
avoided. In practice, however, tasks get labeled as
“important” and devs are expected to enter crunch
mode. Burnout prevention should be a full-time
focus: make sure people aren’t entering a new sprint
with high levels of fatigue, and ensure that overtime
doesn’t routinely increase throughout the two weeks.

Use sprint progress estimations
to re-prioritize.
We plan for a set workload, but truthfully, every sprint
is dynamic. Given each day’s progress, consider your
estimated rate of completion by the sprint end date.
If that number indicates you’re on-track to complete
a majority of the work, you can expect a relatively
successful sprint end. If not, it’s time to recalculate
priorities. Engineering managers might take this time
to load balance across team members or shift a
certain goal to the next sprint.
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Sprint retros can be better.
Here’s how.
So, you’re nearing the end of a sprint. First comes a sigh of relief as you close
the tabs on your computer. Next, a sigh of frustration as you recall the fire
drills—and the realization that you’re about to start another sprint on Monday.
Things need to go differently next time, you think.
Sprints are helpful for organizing our workload into manageable pieces. By
structuring the process of planning, building, testing, and reviewing, we gain
consistency and establish clear expectations. The chosen timeframe (often
two weeks) ensures that features are ready to ship relatively swiftly while
allowing for future iteration. Yet, so much time is spent on what needs to be
done that we have to carve out time on how it can be done.
Enter the sprint retrospective.

Sprint Retro 101
Sprint retros are a routine part of the agile process. Teams meet for an hour
or two to discuss the recent sprint and raise questions, frustrations, and ideas.
A whiteboard and a healthy number of Post-it notes are usually involved.
A Typical Sprint Retro Agenda
•

What went well?

•

How much of our sprint plan did we complete?

•

What didn’t go well?

•

Where did we run into bottlenecks or obstacles?

•

How can we improve our process?

•

What can we do better next time?

Here’s the issue: after weeks of swift productivity and some accrued sleep
debt, people often struggle to remember exact issues. The sprint had flaws,
but how exactly can they be remedied?
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A better Sprint Retro, explained
Look beyond the color-coded sticky notes and deepen your discussion with
these approaches to sprint retrospectives.
Gather feedback throughout the sprint.
Waiting until the sprint retro to gather feedback puts team members on the
spot to recall specific moments of friction that occurred ten days (and several late nights) ago. Think of it this way: you can remember what you had for
breakfast this morning, but can you describe the menu from last Tuesday?
Collect more acute feedback in real time: prompt devs for a thumbs up or
down on specific Jira tickets, call out red flags during messy moments, and
provide a comment space for questions and ideas.
Review items that were added mid-sprint.
Ideally, your sprint plan is locked on day one, but items often get added after
the sprint begins. Track that change in plans to learn what’s working and
what’s derailing your process. Were they cross-dependent issues that could
only be added once others were complete, or were they breaking news sent
from leadership?
Understand your setbacks as symptoms, not problems.
Everything needs context. When we see flaws, we can consider them as
symptoms of larger issues, rather than isolated problems themselves. For
example, a high number of bugs could be seen as a flawed product—or a very
engaged group of reviewers. Zoom out to consider the full picture.
Review your project health…
This is the center of most retrospectives. How did your cycle time look during
this sprint? Did you have the right reviewers on PRs? Did things get stuck?
Were some PRs merged before being approved? Are people remembering to
include story points and descriptions on Jira tickets? How many issues were
closed?
…and your people health.
A sprint isn’t just about the product. For future success, there must be a
focus on the people making the product. Did the team complete the sprint at
the expense of high burnout? Did people work long hours and on weekends?
Were they context-switching at unsustainable rates? This critical perspective
on the cost of productivity plays an important role in effective sprint retros.
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Words of wisdom from tech leaders

Give engineers the opportunity to be a part of solving
problems—don’t just give them solutions. Help them
see the customer or business need. Allow them to be
part of the design process.
Leah Melvoin, creator
of Amazon’s Voice of the
Developer survey

You must establish a rapport
with the non-technical leaders.
I feel I most often play the role
of translator, deciphering
technology jargon into terms
that support our business
outcomes. It’s reciprocal—I am
always looking for the context
I can glean from non-technical
business leaders to bring back
to my team as context for the
work we are doing.

It is the manager’s job to ask the
team how they plan to accomplish
the goal. Ask, don’t tell. When the
team comes back with a method,
ask hard questions; don’t tell what
is right and wrong. Asking forces
careful consideration and finds
holes. Telling forces a direction.

David Subar, Founder and
Managing Partner of Interna

James LaPlaine,
CTO of Red Ventures

My tenets: Mind your happiness.
Mind your health. Mind your financial
situation. Help other people.
David Glick, CTO of Flexe
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Uplevel is your engineering insights solution that leverages
data from everyday developer tools to help you reliably meet
your sprint goals without burning out your team.

Schedule a demo today.

uplevelteam.com
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